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Description:
The invention and evolution of land vehicles has a long history of over 100 years. And, today’s transportation still heavily depends on the use of land vehicles. However, the increase in number of land vehicles do cause three major problems, namely: traffic jam, air pollution, and fatal accidents. Therefore, it is the world-wide effort which aims at achieving zero pollution and zero accident. And, undoubtedly, the best solution toward such goal is the massive deployment of intelligent electric vehicles with self-driving capabilities. In this seminar, I will talk about the current achievements of vehicle intelligence, the future trend of developing self-intelligence for land vehicles, and the three challenges faced by equipping land vehicles with self-intelligence. These three challenges are: How to represent knowledge which are understood by land vehicles? How to acquire knowledge by land vehicles themselves? And, how do land vehicles make use of learnt knowledge in order to support decisions and actions?
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